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We analyze dark pulse Kerr frequency combs in optical resonators with normal group-velocity
dispersion using the Lugiato-Lefever model. We show that in the time domain these correspond
to interlocked switching waves between the upper and lower homogeneous states, and explain how
this fact accounts for many of their experimentally observed properties. Modulational instability
does not play any role in their existence. Furthermore, we provide a detailed map indicating where
stable dark pulse Kerr combs can be found in parameter space, and how they are destabilized for
increasing values of frequency detuning.
Optical frequency combs generated in passive Kerr mi-
croresonators have attracted a lot of interest in recent
years for their potential for on-chip integration of fre-
quency comb technology [1–6]. Their applications span
arbitrary waveform synthesis [5], telecommunications [7],
and ultra-accurate clocks [4]. These so-called “Kerr fre-
quency combs” (KFCs) are obtained by driving a high-Q
microresonator with a continuous-wave (cw) laser. This
leads to the generation of spectral sidebands through
modulational instability (MI) and subsequent cascaded
four-wave mixing. Interestingly, much can been learned
about KFCs by considering a time domain representa-
tion. In fact, most reported KFCs correspond either to
extended periodic patterns or to ultrashort pulses known
as temporal cavity solitons (CSs), stable or fluctuating
[8–14]. These studies have benefitted from the fact that
KFCs can be modeled using a simple mean-field equa-
tion, the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) [9, 15].
The bulk of KFC studies so far deals with microres-
onators exhibiting anomalous second-order group veloc-
ity dispersion (GVD) at the pump wavelength. However,
due to the difficulty in obtaining anomalous GVD in some
spectral ranges, generation of KFCs from normal GVD
microresonators is now also being sought and has recently
been achieved experimentally by several groups [16–18].
In [18], a full time-domain characterization is reported:
the field is found to consist of square dark pulses of dif-
ferent widths — low intensity dips embedded in a high
intensity homogeneous background — with a complex
temporal structure. These observations match several
previous numerical predictions [14, 16, 19–21] and are in
stark contrast with the isolated ultrashort bright local-
ized structures observed with anomalous GVD [8, 12].
There has been some speculation as to the physical
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origin of the temporal structures observed in normal
GVD KFCs, which have been called platicons, dark pulse
KFCs, or dark CSs [18, 21]. To clarify this issue, we
present here a detailed bifurcation analysis of dark struc-
tures in the LLE with normal GVD, and predict their re-
gion of existence and stability. In particular, we clearly
show that they are intimately related to so-called switch-
ing waves (SWs) — traveling front solutions of the LLE
that connect the upper and lower homogenous state so-
lutions. These SWs were studied theoretically in the 80s
[22] and their temporal dynamics were observed exper-
imentally in fiber resonators in the 90s [23]. The role
of fronts in normal GVD KFCs is briefly suggested in
[18, 21], but in fact it is so central to the stability of the
dark structures that the term platicon does not really
capture their essence. In this Article, we therefore prefer
to employ the terminology of dark pulse KFCs.
We start our analysis from the LLE, which was orig-
inally introduced in optics in the context of transverse
resonators [24]. Using the normalization of [8], the LLE
reads
∂tu = −(1 + iθ)u+ i|u|2u+ u0 − i∂2τu , (1)
where t is the slow time describing the evolution of the
intracavity field u(t, τ) on the time scale of the cavity
photon lifetime, while τ is the fast time that describes
the temporal structure of that field on the time scale of a
resonator roundtrip L. The first term on the right-hand
side describes cavity losses (the system is dissipative by
nature); θ measures the cavity detuning between the fre-
quency of the driving field and the nearest cavity reso-
nance; the cubic term represents the (self-focusing) Kerr
nonlinearity; u0 is the amplitude of the homogeneous
(cw) driving field or pump; and the fast-time deriva-
tive models GVD, here assumed normal at the pump
frequency and limited to second order. In this form, the
LLE has only two control parameters: θ and u0.
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2FIG. 1: Evolution of the temporal structure [left; Re(u)]
and corresponding spectral intensity (right; in dB) of an
initial broad dark pulse over successive roundtrips
represented as color density plots for (a,b)
(θ, u0) = (4, 2.25), (c,d) (θ, u0) = (4, 2.18), (e,f)
(θ, u0) = (5, 2.6). The red (black) curves above the plots
correspond to the initial (final) profiles.
To illustrate our discussion, we first present in Fig. 1
typical dark pulse KFC dynamics both in the tempo-
ral (left) and spectral (right) domains. In each case,
the initial condition (red curve atop each left plot) is
a broad dip of depth 2 in the upper homogeneous solu-
tion. In (a),(b) and (c),(d) we use the same detuning
θ = 4 and initial condition but slightly different driving
amplitude u0 (as listed in the caption). In both cases
the initial broad dip shrinks in time, eventually coming
to a halt and forming a stable dark pulse KFC. The fi-
nal dark temporal structures (black curve atop each plot)
are markedly different, however, one being broader and
far more complex than the other. Fig. 1(c) also reveals
the intermediate existence of an even broader structure.
Next, Figs. 1(e),(f) illustrate a simulation with an in-
creased detuning, θ = 5. The system again evolves to
a dark pulse KFC, but it is no longer stable: it oscil-
lates (breathes) in time. From these simulations, several
conclusions can be drawn about dark pulse KFCs (Refs.
[14, 18, 21] also mention these features): (i) they exist
in the LLE with normal GVD and form as a dip in a
background of higher intensity; (ii) they can have very
different widths; and (iii) they can undergo dynamical
instabilities such as breathing. In what follows, it is our
goal to describe and explain all these different features
and provide a map showing where the different solutions
exist in the parameter space (θ, u0).
We start by providing a clear definition of a dark CS
FIG. 2: Sketch of two different scenarios for dark pulse
KFCs (in the time domain). (a),(b) Pattern element : a
connection between the high intensity homogeneous
solution ut and the periodic pattern. (c),(d) Locked
SWs: the high (ut) and low (ub) intensity homogeneous
solutions form a stable connection.
or dark pulse KFC and establishing the basic require-
ments for their formation. Figs. 2(a),(b) sketch in the
time domain the first scenario (in red): a stable homo-
geneous steady state (HSS) solution of high intensity ut
(in blue) and a stable periodic pattern generated at MI
(in black) coexist and form a connection. As indicated,
this connection can include one oscillation of the pattern
(a), two oscillations (b), or more. We refer to this type
of dark pulse KFC as a pattern element. However, this
type of connection does not appear to exist in Eq. 1, de-
spite the coexistence between a stable HSS and a periodic
pattern for θ > 2 [25]. In contrast, such localized solu-
tions are present in LLE with anomalous GVD (albeit
involving the low intensity HSS ub rather than the high
intensity HSS ut) and explain the presence of the typ-
ical bright temporal CSs that are observed in this case
[8, 10, 13, 14]. In the presence of higher order GVD, the
LLE with anomalous GVD can also admit a stable high
intensity HSS and a periodic pattern, allowing dark CSs
to exist as pattern elements [26].
Figs. 2(c),(d) demonstrate a second scenario for a dark
pulse KFC. Whenever two HSSs coexist, which occurs
in Eq. (1) for θ >
√
3, and are both stable, which
occurs with normal GVD [25], the high (ut) and low
(ub) intensity HSSs (in blue) can connect to one another
through what are called switching waves (SWs) or fronts
[22, 23, 27]. When these SWs (swd and swu in red) in-
terlock stably, a dark temporal structure of width w is
formed. This is the type of dark pulse KFC observed in
microresonators with normal GVD.
To understand how such combinations of SWs arise
and are stable, let us discuss the properties of individ-
ual SWs in more detail (see also [22, 23, 27]). Fig. 3(a)
shows the temporal profile |u(τ)| of a typical SW swd
for (θ, u0) = (4, 2.175). The profile is asymmetric: swd
leaves the top HSS ut monotonically, but approaches the
bottom HSS ub in an oscillatory way. Close to ub, this
oscillatory approach can be approximated linearly in the
form swd(τ) − ub ∝ eλτ . Here λ = q + iΩ is a complex
eigenvalue, with q the damping rate of the oscillations
and Ω their frequency. Figs. 3(b),(c) illustrate how the
3FIG. 3: (a) Temporal profile of swd for (θ, u0) =
(4, 2.175). (b,c) Damping rate q and frequency Ω of the
oscillatory tail near ub as a function of (θ, u0). (d)
Velocity of swd versus driving amplitude u0 for θ = 4.
(e) Temporal evolution of two SWs, swd and swu,
approaching each other [density plot of Re(u)] and (f)
the corresponding velocity of swd over time.
eigenvalues, and thus the profile of the SW, change with
the parameters (θ, u0). See [28, 29] for more details on
such eigenvalue analysis. The SW generally moves (in
the reference frame of the driving field) with a velocity v
that depends on the driving amplitude u0 [see Fig. 3(d)];
v = 0 for only one particular value of the driving ampli-
tude, u0 = uM, known as the Maxwell point (for θ = 4,
uM ≈ 2.175). The reason the SW moves can be intu-
itively understood as follows. Above the Maxwell point,
the system is comparatively closer to up-switching, thus
ub is less favorable, and ut invades ub. The opposite oc-
curs below the Maxwell point. Given these properties, it
may seem that a stable dark pulse KFC made up of two
SWs can only exist at the Maxwell point where the do-
mains do not invade each other. However, away from uM,
as the SWs set into motion, their oscillatory tails may be-
come interlocked, as in other types of soliton bound states
[27, 30–34]. This is illustrated in Figs. 3(e),(f): two SWs
initially move towards each other at fixed mean velocity,
invading the ub domain, but the overlapping oscillatory
tails provide a counteracting force that modulates their
velocity, eventually bringing them to a halt and creat-
ing a stable dark pulse KFC. Dark pulse KFCs can thus
exist provided the velocity of the SWs is small enough
to be balanced by the oscillations in the SW tails. Note
that the monotonic behavior of the SWs near ut prevents
“bright” combinations.
Fig. 4 shows the bifurcation diagram of the dark pulse
FIG. 4: Bifurcation diagram of dark pulse KFCs (red)
for θ = 4, with a zoom (right) of the bifurcation
branches close to the top HSS ut. Stable (unstable)
structures are indicated using solid (dashed) lines. Blue
lines correspond to HSSs.
KFCs (in red) obtained by numerical continuation. The
figure shows, in blue, the top (ut), middle (um), and bot-
tom (ub) HSSs: these are solutions of I
3
t,m,b − 2θI2t,m,b +
(1 + θ2)It,m,b = u
2
0, where It,m,b ≡ |ut,m,b|2. These
three solutions only exist for θ >
√
3, and the transi-
tions between them occur via two saddle-node bifurca-
tions SNhom,1 and SNhom,2. The diagram shows that un-
stable dark KFCs originate from SNhom,2 and that as
u0 increases their mean energy ||u||2 ≡ L−1
∫ L
0
|u|2 dτ
grows until SN1, a saddle-node bifurcation at which they
acquire stability. The temporal profile on the resulting
segment of stable dark solitons is shown in Fig. 5(a).
These KFCs lose stability at SN2 but start to develop
an additional oscillation in the center. Solutions of this
type become stable at SN3; an example of the resulting
stable double-oscillation dark pulse KFC can be found
in Fig. 5(b). This process repeats in such a way that
between successive saddle-nodes on the left or right a
new oscillation period is inserted in the center of the
dark structure, resulting in a structure that is tempo-
rally broader but less energetic [see Figs. 5(c),(d)].
An additional feature of this snaking branch of solu-
tions is that after each successive turn the range of driv-
ing amplitudes over which the branch of solutions ex-
ists becomes narrower. In other words, the temporally
broader the dark pulse KFC is (or equivalently, the more
oscillations it has), the narrower its range of existence.
This type of organization is thus appropriately referred
to as collapsed snaking. This collapse originates in the ex-
ponential damping of the oscillations of the SWs: As the
distance between swu and swd increases, the oscillations
rapidly become too weak to be able to compensate the
inherent velocity of the SWs. Therefore, very temporally
broad dark pulse KFCs can only exist at the Maxwell
point uM.
The organization of dark pulse KFCs in a collapsed
snaking structure strongly suggests that the narrowest
dark pulse KFCs should be the most frequent occurrence
in experiments. Although this is true for a wide range of
4FIG. 5: Temporal profiles [left; Re(u) in blue, |u| in red]
and spectral intensities (right, in dB) of dark pulse
KFCs corresponding to the locations (a)–(d) in Fig. 4.
FIG. 6: Regions of existence in the (θ, u0) parameter
space of (a) the single- and (b) the double-oscillation
dark KFC. The red (blue) region corresponds to stable
stationary (oscillatory) dark KFCs, while within the
gray region dark KFCs are unstable and relax to the
HSS after a chaotic transient.
parameter values, this statement requires modification as
the detuning θ increases, because dark pulse KFCs can
then undergo a wide range of instabilities similar to those
of bright CSs in the case of anomalous GVD [10, 13]. In
Figs. 1(e),(f), we already saw one example of an unsta-
ble (breathing) dark pulse KFC. We have explored these
instabilities further and Fig. 6 shows stability maps of
(a) single-oscillation and (b) double-oscillation dark pulse
KFCs. Examples of their temporal profiles, correspond-
ing to Figs. 5(a),(b), are shown in insets. As a refer-
ence, we plot the SNhom,1, SNhom,2, and MI bifurcation
lines because dark pulse KFCs can only exist between the
SNhom,2 and MI lines where ut and ub are both stable
(Fig. 4). The red regions in Fig. 6 show the parameter
values for which single-oscillation and double-oscillation
dark pulse KFCs can be found and are stable. Although
the region of existence of dark pulse KFCs shrinks as
they become temporally broader (increasing the number
of oscillations), the range of stable KFCs is broader for
broader KFCs: the stable red region is larger for the
double-oscillation KFC than the single-oscillation KFC.
In fact dark pulse KFCs with three or more oscillations
are stable across their whole region of existence at least
up to values of the detuning as high as 10 (not shown
here).
As shown in Figs. 1(e),(f), for (θ, u0) = (5, 2.6) the
single-oscillation KFC is no longer stationary, but in-
stead breathes in time with a well-defined period and
amplitude. Such breathers are found throughout the blue
regions in Fig. 6. Within the blue region, but close to the
gray region, period doubling occurs and breathing with
multiple periods can be observed, eventually becoming
chaotic. In all of these cases, the dark pulse KFC re-
mains localized. In the gray region, however, dark pulse
KFCs lose stability to chaotic but transient oscillations,
and eventually collapse to the HSS. More details about
these dynamics and a more elaborate bifurcation analysis
will be presented in [35].
In summary, we have provided a bifurcation analysis
of dark pulse KFCs and mapped out their existence and
stability conditions, as well as some of their dynamical
instabilities. The KFCs are shown to be organized in a
collapsed snaking structure resulting from the oscillatory
tails of the SW that form them. Many observed prop-
erties of dark pulse KFCs, including coexistence of dark
structures of different widths, can be similarly explained
based on known features of SW dynamics. We note that
MI, despite occurring in normal GVD resonators [36],
does not play a crucial role in this description: the SWs
connect the upper and lower HSSs and are not related
to extended patterns. Some form of MI involving dif-
ferent microresonator mode families is, however, likely to
be involved in explaining the soft excitation of dark pulse
KFCs [18, 21].
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